Immune signatures associated with mortality differ in elderly populations from different birth cohorts and countries even within northern Europe.
Since associations between lifespan and certain simple immune parameters such as T cell proliferative responses to mitogens were reported in the 1970´s, efforts to dissect out immune parameters correlating with morbidity and mortality have sought to define factors predicting individual longevity. Such "immune signatures" associating with defined clinical outcomes would represent biomarkers of "immunosenescence" that might also provide mechanistic insights into the ageing process. Because appropriate immune function is necessary for a healthy old age, a better understanding of immunosenescence contributing to frailty and death might allow interventions to improve personal and public health. Here, we discuss data from our studies in several different European countries and document significant differences between overtly similar populations. These findings draw attention to the marked variation even between presumably quite homogeneous populations, which may be due to the different birth cohorts studied in addition to numerous other variables. Thus, immunological parameters, and presumably many other factors, are sensitive to context-dependent variation, making it currently difficult to extrapolate biomarkers of longevity from any one human population to another.